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〈 Plumm Glass 〉　
Even when you are drinking a fruit juice, vegetable juice or 
simply water, sipping it from a carefully-cleaned glass presented 
on a white tablecloth, instead of a small plastic cup, adds to 
your enjoyment and sense of fulfilment. Humans are complex 
by nature, and the response of our senses not only to the taste 
of food or drink, but also perceptions of colour, shape, aromas, 
and sense of touch in the hand and in the mouth, all add to 
enjoyment of eating and drinking.

Especially for alcoholic drinks, the drinking environment is 
important. When I say wine glass, you can immediately conjure 
up a wide range of materials and shapes that have developed 
and evolved over time. Champagne glasses are a good 
example. In movies from the 1920s, the Champagne glass was 
shaped like a cocktail glass, shallow and wide with a large 
surface area. Today, we serve Champagne in a ʻflute,ʼ a long 
thin glass in which the fine Champagne bubbles bead in long 
strings to the surface, providing on outstanding visual effect 
that enhances your enjoyment of the wine. However, when you 
visit and enjoy tastings in the Champagne district, the wineries 
serve Champagne in a white wine glass, and not in a flute.

With this is mind, Plumm Glass created a Champagne glass with 
a fuller bowl and an elegantly-scalloped rim, designed 
specifically to draw out the flavours and characters of a 
full-bodied champagne. When you drink a Champagne like 
Duval-Leroy Femme de Champagne Grand Cru, a glass like this 
is essential for enjoying the full range of the wine experience. In 

addition to Champagne, Plumm Glass has created a small range 
of wine glasses for different wine styles: White A for aromatic 
and unoaked whites; White B for medium-bodied and oaked 
white wines; Red A for full-bodied reds such as Bordeaux and 
Rhone varietals; and Red B for light-to-medium-bodied red 
wines such as Burgundy varietals.

While you can still enjoy wine served in any glass you may 
have, matching the wine with the appropriate glass will add to 
your overall enjoyment. If you are currently using a 100-yen 
glass, try comparing it to the experience of drinking from a 
Plumm White A or Multi Red glass. From the feeling of the glass 
in the hand and touching the lips, to the wineʼs aroma through 
to the aftertaste, you will realize the choice of glass makes 
subtle and satisfying differences, adding to the enjoyment of 
your wine life. 

Even for the same wine it is a matter of individual taste which 
glass you feel is the best match, and this choice differs between 
individuals. If you can enjoy these differences, it adds extra 
depth and dimension to your wine life.

Having offered our VC customers a suitable range of Plumm 
glasses to match their individual wine selection on a given day, 
we then set out to tackle a major problem that all wine lovers 
come face-to-face with — no matter how carefully you handle 
and store wine glasses, they are easily broken. How then, to 
create a system for minimize breakage? 

If you want to test for yourself just how useful the new Glazmataz 
wine glass rack is, we will send you a free Glazmataz GM 125 if you 
complete the following questionnaire and make a wine order on or 
before 30 June 2018.

〈How to apply〉
【By QR code:】Please read the QR code on this page with your smartphone and apply. 
【By email:】Please send an email to wine@village-cellars.co.jp with:
1. Your company/store name　2. Your name　3. Telephone number　4. Answers to 
the 5 questions

〈Offer validity〉　We need to receive both the completed questionnaire and 
your wine order on or before 30 June 2018. 
* When you order wine please let us know if you have completed the ʻGlazmataz Test 
applicationʼ, or better still, send the completed questionnaire and your wine order in the 
same email. 
● Only one application per company/store. 

〈Shipping your Glazmataz〉Generally, after receiving the completed 
questionnaire, we will ship your Glazmataz with your next wine order. At our 
discretion, we will bundle it in with your order, or in a separate parcel.

〈 Glazmataz 〉　
During the Great East Japan Earthquake we heard that many 
expensive glasses we damaged, even when stored on a shelf in 
a cupboard. If one glass on the shelf falls over, it may hit the 
next glass and so on, and they get broken in domino style. 
However, breakage isnʼt limited to earthquakes. In every day 
use if you knock two glasses together when you are picking one 
off a shelf, you run the risk of breaking them. 

Glass breakage occur most often when you are tidying up 
glasses. When collecting glasses from the table, carrying them 
on a tray, putting them in the sink and washing them, putting 
them on a rack for drying, or drying and polishing them with a 
cloth, the chances of breaking them are at their highest. Many 
times we have broken wine glasses at home. From these bitter 
experiences, we developed the idea for a safer wine rack that 
became “Glazmataz.” 

The Glazmataz rack is carefully designed to prevent wine glass 
breakage. Each unit has four pieces that slot together to create a 
robust rack for two wine glasses. It is made of a polypropylene 
resin that combines strength with elasticity, so even when a 
glass hits the side of a Glazmataz it wonʼt break. They are 
designed to enable units to be connected together into larger 
racks of different sizes and orientations, and strong enough for 
units to be stacked. You can even clip them together to make a 
wine bottle rack.

Glazmataz were designed for handling and storing wine glasses 
at all times when you are not using them to minimise potential 
breakage while handling the glasses, or from knocking them 
together. Use Glazmataz to carry glasses to the table, and after 
use to carry them to the sink for hand washing, and for storing 
in the cupboard.

Better still, to simplify washing and drying, Glazmataz is 
dishwasher proof, designed to be in used with hot water 

temperatures up to 80°C. For commercial dishwashing 
machines, you can combine units to fit the dishwasher size to 
wash several glasses in one pass, in a rack for 16 red wine 
glasses with large bowls, or a rack for 25 white wine glasses 
with smaller bowls. In home dishwashers, the washing trays 
have an array of protrusions, so we recommend removing the 
standard dishwashing rack, and clipping together Glazmataz 
units to a size to suit your dishwasher. Depending on the model 
of your dishwasher, you may need a simple but specially made 
metal tray to support the Glazmataz racks on the rails of your 
machine. This is currently under development.

Another good use for Glazmataz when you need to carry glasses 
with you is to carry them in a bag snug inside their Glazmataz 
home. When you are not using the Glazmataz, you can simply 
fold it flat. 

Currently, the Glazmataz GM 125 for full-sized red wine glasses 
will be available in April 2018. The Glazmataz GM100 for smaller  
white wine glasses will be available in June 2018. At Village 
Cellars, we will continue to work to enhance YOUR WINE LIFE 
with new wine services and ways to enjoy wine. 

《Glazmataz Monitor Present Campaign》

For product details, see the Plumm glass 
brochure or www.village-cellars.co.jp

【Our Plumm Glass Rental Service】has also been well received. Please feel free to 
contact us with any inquiries – if you can provide the number and type of glasses you 
would like to rent, and how many days, we will give you a rental service estimate.

〈Questionnaire〉

1. How many types of glasses do you currently 
have? (If it is okay, who is the maker?) 

2. Where did you buy the glasses?
3. How many glasses are damaged each year? 
4. How are glasses most often broken? (Multiple 

answers are welcome) 
5. Please include any glass usage/breakage 

problems or stories youʼd like to share.

This QR will open the Questionnaire and 
application form below online.

specification
　　  GM125　W125×D250×H285（㎜） 　RRP￥1,800（Tax not included）
　　  GM100　W100×D200×H285（㎜） 　RRP￥1,600（Tax not included）

　VC Updates: Plumm Glass and the new ʻGlazmatazʼ glass rack

The glass changes with the wine. But who is taking care of the glass...?

Looking for a simple solution of how to take better care of wine glasses, we developed 
ʻGlazmataz.ʼ

Our slogan for Plumm glasses, “The Glass Matters,” highlights the importance of the glass 
in enjoying wine. Now, we have extended the concept of “matters” to the glass itself, with 
our newly-developed glass rack (patent pending) which weʼve named “GLAZMATAZ.” 

Having subjected test units to practical usage tests over the last three years, we believe 
Glazmataz will solve the challenges of safely cleaning and storing wine glasses.

We will start sales of Glazmataz racks for red wine glasses this April, and Glazmataz racks 
for white wine glasses in June.

Richard B. Cohen Managing Director  Village Cellars Co., Ltd.
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